TWICE THE VIDEO QUALITY
TWICE THE WARRANTY

ALL AT 1/2 THE PRICE OF OTHER BRANDS

...yes, you read that correctly

1080P TRUE HD

At PRO-VISION®, HD means High Definition video with 1080p resolution, six times the quality of Standard Definition and more than twice the quality of 720p HD cameras. The PRO-VISION® HD In-Car Video System is the only 8-camera 1080p HD system designed for law enforcement.

GUARANTEED RELIABLE

No other company in the industry provides a more inclusive, longer-lasting warranty. Our 5-YEAR System Warranty and LIFETIME Cable and SDXC Card Warranty cover you no matter who installed it.

*To customers outside the U.S. & Canada certain restrictions and limitations apply
DID YOU KNOW?

- To keep up with the demanding growth of mobile HD DVR, PRO-VISION® provides the latest advances in technology, ensuring your system is ready for years of reliable service.
- Unlike bulky cameras featured in other in-car video systems, the PRO-VISION® HD in-car video system is built to adapt to the environment, featuring a rugged solid-state design and enhanced by the people who know the products inside and out.

**HIGH-DEFINITION SYSTEM**

**QUICK FACTS**

- **8 CHANNELS OF TRUE HIGH-DEFINITION VIDEO**: The PRO-VISION® HD In-Car Video System provides complete audio coverage in and around your vehicles with an integrated wireless microphone system and noise-canceling microphones built into each camera. The PRO-VISION® HD In-Car Video System provides complete audio coverage in any vehicle or environment.
- **UNOBLITERATED VIEW**: Unlike busy cameras featured in other in-car video systems, the PRO-VISION® HD In-Car Video System utilizes a compact forward-facing camera that allows you to maintain your focus on the road without obstructing your view of the road.
- **1080p TRUE HD VIDEO QUALITY**: The PRO-VISION® HD In-Car Video System is built to provide an unmatched 360° view of your environment with 1080p True High-Definition coverage. Unlike 720p HD cameras, the PRO-VISION® HD In-Car Video System captures crucial video from other systems that can’t.
- **RUGGED SOLID-STATE DESIGN**: The PRO-VISION® HD In-Car Video System features built-in Wi-Fi that allows video files to be automatically uploaded to your desired evidence management solution when your vehicle pulls within range of a wireless network, eliminating the need to remove a storage device to retrieve your files. Solid-State Design means NO moving parts or the failures that come with them, making PRO-VISION® more rugged and reliable than any hard drive system available. With SAE-J1455 vibration and shock rating, the PRO-VISION® HD In-Car Video System is built to perform in the harshest conditions.
- **SECURAMAX™ SECURE DIGITAL MANAGEMENT SOLUTION**: SecuraMax™ by PRO-VISION® is designed to address video management challenges with a secure, automated, turn-key digital management solution that will handle the influx of video evidence data and bypass the growing pains of integrating new technology.
- **INDUSTRY-LEADING COMPUTER INTEGRATION**: Give your officers the ease-of-use they need to be up and running faster and cheaper than any contractor or by doing it yourself. With the included PRO-VISION® video playback software, you can monitor and even record incident audio files and video files using your computer, assistant or notebook and download to portable hard drive or back up a copy in a snap.
- **5-YEAR SYSTEM WARRANTY**: The PRO-VISION® HD In-Car Video System is built to provide an unmatched 360° view of your environment with 1080p True High-Definition coverage. Unlike 720p HD cameras, the PRO-VISION® HD In-Car Video System captures crucial video from other systems that can’t.
- **UNBROKEN RECORDING**: The PRO-VISION® HD In-Car Video System is built to provide an unmatched 360° view of your environment with 1080p True High-Definition coverage. Unlike 720p HD cameras, the PRO-VISION® HD In-Car Video System captures crucial video from other systems that can’t.
- **EVENT RECORDING**: The system features a compact 8-camera High-Definition video with 1080p resolution that ensures all of your vehicles pull within range of a wireless network.
- **800.576.1126**: Call us now to get started! We’re here to help you apply this technology to your environment.

**ENGINEERING**

Engineered, designed and built by the PRO-VISION® in-house engineering team, PRO-VISION® systems are designed and built utilizing the highest quality materials and specifications. The PRO-VISION® in-house engineering team is dedicated to providing the highest quality systems and keeping pace with the industry’s needs.

**FACTORY INSTALLATION**

The PRO-VISION® HD In-Car Video System is built to provide an unmatched 360° view of your environment with 1080p True High-Definition coverage. Unlike 720p HD cameras, the PRO-VISION® HD In-Car Video System captures crucial video from other systems that can’t.

**360 HD COVERAGE**

With continuous updates of DVRs and desktop software features, the PRO-VISION® HD In-Car Video System is built to adapt to the environment, utilizing a technology ensuring your system is ready for years of reliable service.

**FUTURE READY**

**SIMPLE VIDEO PLAYBACK**

**UNOBLITERATED VIEW**

**180° INTERIOR VIEW**

**SOLID-STATE DESIGN**

**VIDEO MANAGEMENT**

**PRO-VISION® IN-HOUSE ENGINEERING**

**PRO-VISION® FACTORY INSTALLATION**

**PRO-VISION® 360° HD COVERAGE**

**PRO-VISION® FUTURE READY**

**PRO-VISION® UNOBLITERATED VIEW**

**PRO-VISION® SIMPLE VIDEO PLAYBACK**

**PRO-VISION® 180° INTERIOR VIEW**

**PRO-VISION® SOLID-STATE DESIGN**

**PRO-VISION® VIDEO MANAGEMENT**

**PRO-VISION® WATCH VIDEOS & LEARN MORE AT PROVISIONUSA.COM"
DID YOU KNOW?

PRO-VISION® provides a complete computer integration solution that will handle the influx of video evidence data and bypass the traditional manual video management challenges.

From vehicle, interview room and body-worn video systems, the PRO-VISION® in-house engineering team, working with a secure, automated, turn-key digital management solution that will handle the influx of video evidence data and bypass the traditional manual video management challenges.

UNBEATABLE EVENT TRIGGERING OPTIONS

The PRO-VISION® HD in-Car Video System is the only in-car 1080p HD system designed for law enforcement.

• System Health Alerts
• Remote Live Video Viewing
• 8-Camera Capable in 1080p HD
• 360º HD Vehicle Coverage
• 5-YEAR System Warranty

PRO-VISION® in-Car Video Systems provide complete audio coverage in and around your vehicle. Each available channel of audio is individually selectable during video review.

INDUSTRY-LEADING COMPUTER INTEGRATION

With the included PRO-VISION® video playback software, you can easily search and download incident and event videos, user-defined searches, and much more. The User Interface is simple to use, even for a non-technical user.

The PRO-VISION® HD in-Car Video System features built-in Wi-Fi that allows video evidence to be uploaded instantly to your chosen evidence management system. The system is ready for years of reliable service.

RELIABLE • SIMPLE • AFFORDABLE

Watch videos, configurations, demonstrations, features or promotions at
provisionusa.com

SOLID-STATE DESIGN

Solid-State Design means NO moving parts. Solid-State Design means NO moving parts. This means the HD In-Car Video System is built to perform in the most extreme environments.

TRIGGERING OPTIONS

The PRO-VISION® HD in-Car Video System allows for complete customization for automatically triggering Event Video. Whatever you want Event Video to be triggered when a vehicle is left in gear, when the Event Marker Button is pressed, or when hard braking or cornering.

The PRO-VISION® HD In-Car Video System is built to adapt to the future. The PRO-VISION® HD In-Car Video System allows for complete customization for automatically triggering Event Video. Whether you want Event Video to be triggered when a vehicle is left in gear, when the Event Marker Button is pressed, or when hard braking or cornering.

AMAZING 180º INTERIOR VIEW

UNOBSTRUCTED VIEW

Unlike busy cameras featured in other in-car video systems, the PRO-VISION® HD in-Car Video Systems allow a compact forward-facing camera that allows you to always see the road in front of you, even without obstructing your view of the road.

SOLID-STATE DESIGN

Solid-State Design means NO moving parts. Solid-State Design means NO moving parts. This means the HD In-Car Video System is built to perform in the most extreme environments.
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INDUSTRY-LEADING COMPUTER INTEGRATION

Give your officers one less thing to worry about with Automated Officer Login. Fingerprinting in your patrol data computer automatically logs you into the DVR, ensuring facial evidence is attributed to the correct user. The computer can also display threat zones, warning of a possible stop and searching for a suitable display screen and saving space in the vehicle.

BACKGROUND & EVENT RECORDING

The PRO-VISION® HD In-Car Video System allows you to gogalass records of all incidents and evidence. It ensures the camera evidence is within the vehicle is unobstructed and the evidence can be triggered remotely even without the original equipment to retrieve video evidence.

UNBEATABLE EVENT TRIGGERING OPTIONS

The PRO-VISION® HD In-Car Video System allows for complete customization for automatically triggering Event Video. Whether you want Event Video to be triggered when a vehicle is activated, when the Event Marker Button is pressed, or when hard braking or cornering, the PRO-VISION® HD In-Car Video System is the only 8-camera 1080p HD system designed for law enforcement.

WIRELESS FILE TRANSFER

The PRO-VISION® HD In-Car Video System features built-in Wi-Fi that allows wireless data transfer to easily upload your data to your evidence management solution that will handle your files. With an integrated wireless microphone system and secure-canceling microphone system, the PRO-VISION® HD In-Car Video System provides complete audio coverage and no audio leakage, making it ideal for any vehicle. Each available channel of audio is individually selectable during video review.

EVENT RECORDING

The PRO-VISION® HD In-Car Video System allows you to go back to the incident video within seconds. The camera can automatically record for extended periods of 720p HD cameras. The PRO-VISION® HD In-Car Video System is the only 8-camera 1080p HD system designed for law enforcement.

BACKGROUND & EVENT RECORDING

The PRO-VISION® HD In-Car Video System allows you to go back to any incident video within seconds. The camera can automatically record for extended periods of 720p HD cameras. The PRO-VISION® HD In-Car Video System is the only 8-camera 1080p HD system designed for law enforcement.

WIRELESS FILE TRANSFER

The PRO-VISION® HD In-Car Video System features built-in Wi-Fi that allows wireless data transfer to easily upload your data to your evidence management solution that will handle your files. With an integrated wireless microphone system and secure-canceling microphone system, the PRO-VISION® HD In-Car Video System provides complete audio coverage and no audio leakage, making it ideal for any vehicle. Each available channel of audio is individually selectable during video review.
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